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the expansion of the main core library for trilian compared to the first version of the product provides hundreds of new acoustic, electric and synthesized basses, as well as a variety of traditional and rare synth sounds. implemented in the spectrasonic steam engine, omnisphere keeps all sonic content in sync with new bass sounds, and therefore provides maximum
flexibility. the trilian library is divided into these categories: acoustic, electric, synthesized, reverb and delay. each category offers thousands of sounds. the large bass library features exotic new types of bass sounds, such as acoustic, electric, fretless, fretless-fret type, fretless, germanium, hammered, klezmer, pianobass and more. it also contains a variety of classic
bass sounds, such as punchy boomy, cool bass, chunky, falsetto, fat, jumbo, heavy slab, iconic bass, loopy, liquid, metallic, oompa, p-bass, trashy, and more. the synthesized category covers the largest spectrum of the instruments many synth sounds, featuring everything from traditional synth leads to complex filter sweeps. you can also search for synth sounds in
the modulators search function. the reverb and delay categories offer hundreds of new chorus, room and stereo reverb and delay sounds. library integration with omnisphere is achieved through a newly designed user interface. trilian allows you to browse a wide range of effects and control them with the use of a wide range of modulators. trilian lets you modulate

any of its objects. it offers various modulations for the virtual filters, modulation routings and pan controls. you can both change the volume and pan controls for each effect via a table of filter modulation. whenever you modulate a parameter, youll be connected to a separate lfo. all lfos can be used in combination with effects and filters.
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